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ZU  LOUDSPEAKER  GLOSS  CLEARCOAT  F IN ISH  LONG-TERM CARE  [ REV-C ]

Our gloss fi nished loudspeakers feature top quality automotive-type polyurethane clearcoats. The resulting 
fi nish is both gorgeous and very durable, requiring no special care or maintenance. Nevertheless, here are a 
few tips on routine dusting and optional polishing.

CLEANING & DUSTING WATER

Tap water in a spritz bottle works great for dusting and removing light fi ngerprints. Using a dry clean 
microfi ber towel, simply mist and promptly wipe. A second pass might be needed if your loudspeakers have 
been fondled by greasy fi ngers. Water is a gentle cleaner, has nice short-term anti-static properties, leaves no 
residue, is always just a few steps away, and all but free.

CLEANING & DUSTING MEGUIAR’S® M34 MIRROR GLAZE® FINAL INSPECTION

Meguiar’s M34 Final Inspection is what we use for fi nal detail at Zu. It leaves no residue, contains zero gloss 
enhancers, and is 100% paint shop safe. We fi nd that it produces better and quicker results than water or 
window cleaners, and the anti-static properties last longer. To use just mist and wipe, working one side of the 
loudspeaker at a time. Meguiar’s M34 Final Inspection also works great on computer screens, preamps, amps, 
phones, et cetera.

CLEANING, DUSTING & POLISH ZU CLEAN-N-SHINE™

Zu Clean-N-Shine leaves the surface super smooth and shinny without streaks or oily feel. It contains a highly 
refl ective synthetic shinning agent and is designed for modern automotive clearcoats. This product is a gentle 
cleaner, a gloss enhancer, anti-static solution, and forms a tough ultra-thin protective barrier. To use simply 
mist the loudspeaker, avoiding the drivers and other bits, let stand for half a minute and wipe off with a clean 
microfi ber cloth. Great for all painted surfaces, metal, chrome, glass and audio electronics. Zu Clean-N-Shine 
is wax and silicone free.

POLISH & SEAL MEGUIAR’S® M21 MIRROR GLAZE® SYNTHETIC SEALANT 2.0

There is no need to wax Zu gloss loudspeakers, not that it will harm anything, its just that they really don’t 
need it. The clearcoats used by us are the best out and provide exceptional levels of gloss, unparalleled 
protection from the UV rays, and exceptional harness to resist scuffi ng. Meguiar’s M21 Synthetic Sealant 
however is not a wax and will improve shine and add a bit of scuff protection. The M21 sealant does take more 
work than a mist and wipe product like Zu Clean-N-Shine, but nothing like traditional wax. If you apply M21 
and then just use water, Final Inspect or Zu Clean-N-Shine for routine cleaning and dusting you will fi nd one 
application of sealer will last several years. Also worth mentioning, Clean-N-Shine will bond to and not strip the 
M21 sealant from the clearcoat and the two together produce an amazing silky smooth and dry shine. Clean 
with water or M34 Final Inspect before polishing and sealing with M21.


